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Training Program
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“ The intern will be conducting CDF data analysis aimed at the measurement of the production cross 
section of the D+ meson a the Tevatron energy.  The intern will review the existing D+ cross section 
analysis and be introduced to charmed meson reconstruction and identification.  Reproducing the 
analysis will develop CDF analysis software and Root skills.  Updating and enhancing the analysis 
will impart C++ programming and Root macro writing skills and help the intern become familiar with 
Grid computing. !
Major Equipment to be used: C++ programming language, CDF software environment. !
Major Computer Software to be used: C++ Compiler, Root analysis software, PowerPoint, LateX ”



My goal

My goal was to search for D+ production in the data 
from the special 900 GeV run for the first time and 
explore the possibility of extending to that energy the 
cross section analysis, already in an advanced state, 
for the 2 TeV data.
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Outline

• Motivations!
!

• The Tevatron and CDF!
!

• Description of the analysis!
!

• 900 GeV vs. 2 TeV comparisons!
!

• Results!
!

• Conclusions
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Motivations
• QCD at Low Energies!
!
!

• Previous CDF cross section measurements at pT > 6 GeV/c!
!

• Extending measurements to pT < 6 GeV/c
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Tevatron

!
!

• Ring Interaction points: CDF & D0
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Run Luminosity

1.96 TeV ≈10

900 GeV ≈1



CDF

• CDF = Collider Detector at Fermilab!
!

• CDF II detector was a large multi purpose solenoidal magnetic spectrometer 
surrounded by 4π, fast, projective calorimeters and fine-grained muon detectors
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Silicon Detector

• Components: L00, SVX II, ISL (going from the center to the outside)!
• SVX II active surface              Double-sided silicon sensors!
                                                      !
                                                                                              Axial!
• Three different strips orientations for each sensor            Small Angle Stereo (SAS)!
                                                                                              90º Stereo!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
• Crucial for D+ decay vertex reconstruction
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Figure 2.12: A radial view of the three silicon detector subsystems (left) and their
coverage in the r − z plane (right).

with respect to the beamline (stereo SL). The axial SL were radially interleaved with
the stereo SL. Combined readout of stereo and axial SLs allowed the measurement
of the r − z hit coordinates.
Each superlayer was azimuthally segmented into open drift cells. A drift cell, as
shown in Figure 2.14(b), contained a row of 12 sense wires alternating with thirteen
0.40 µm diameter gold-plated tungsten potential wires which controlled the gain on
the sense wires, optimizing the electric field intensity. The cathode of the detection
circuit was the field panel which closed the cell along the azimuthal direction. It was
made of gold on a 0.25 mm thick Mylar sheet and defined the fiducial volume of a
cell. The electric field strength was 2.5 kV/cm. Innermost and outermost radial ex-
tremities of a cell were both closed mechanically and electrostatically by the shaper
panels, which were Mylar strips carrying field-shaping wires attached. The architec-
ture of the cell allowed the containment of a possible broken wire inside only one cell.

In the chamber, the crossed electrical and magnetic field as well as the charac-
teristics of the gas mixture caused an angular shift of the particle drift path. In
order to balance this shift, the wire planes were 35○ azimuthal tilted with respect
the radial direction. The tilted-cell geometry showed other benefits: the calibration
of the drift-velocity was easier and the left-right ambiguity6 for tracks coming from
the origin was removed. An overview of the COT main characteristics is presented

6Each pulse on a given wire had a two fold ambiguity corresponding to the two incoming
azimuthal drift trajectories. The signals from a group of nearby radially wires satisfied the config-
uration for two tracks, one from the actual particle trajectory and another ”ghost track” originated
by the two fold ambiguity.
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was azimuthally divided into 30○.The basic readout unit was the ISL ladder which
was similar to the SVX II ladder but consisted of three, instead of two, sensors
wirebonded in series resulting in a total active length of 25 cm.

Figure 2.11: Schematic illustration of the three mechanical barrels of ISL.

ISL sensors were double sided AC-coupled, with axial strips on one side and
SAS strips on the other. The sensors dimensions were 5.7×7.5 cm2 wide and 300 µm
thick. As in SVX II, the charge pulse from each strip was read by SVX3D chips.
ISL average mass was 0.02 ⋅X

0

for normally incident particles.
In Figure 2.12 the complete silicon detector system and its coverage in the r − z

plane is shown.

2.2.2.4 Central Outer Tracker

The outermost tracking volume of CDF II was a large open cell drift chamber called
the Central Outer Tracker (COT), see Figure 2.14.
The COT was a cylindrical detector, coaxial with the beam and it extended radially,
within the central region, between the radius of 40 cm and 138 cm from z -axis. The
chamber contained 96 radial layers of wires arranged into 8 superlayers (SL), see
Figure 2.14(a). Each SL sampled the path of a charged particle at 12 radii (spaced
0.762 cm apart) where sense wires were strung. The wires of the 8 SL were not
oriented all in the same way: in order to reconstruct the path of a charged particle
in the r − z volume, the wires of four SL were oriented parallely to the beam axis
(axial SL) and the wires of the remaining four SL were oriented either +3○ or -3○



COT

Central Outer Tracker               coaxial cylindrical detector
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Figure 2.13: A 1/6 section of the COT end-plate. (a) For each super-layer is given
the total number of cells, the wire orientation (axial or stereo) and the average radius
[cm]. The enlargement shows in details the slot were wire planes (sense) and field
sheet (field) were installed. (b) A sketch of an axial section of three cells in super-
layer 2. The arrow shows the radial direction.

in Table 2.14.

A preamplifier shaped and amplified the analog pulses from the COT sense wires.
To perform the dE�dx measurements, the discriminated di↵erential output was used
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Figure 2.14: COT characteristics.

because it encoded charge information in its width. A TDC was used to record the
leading and trailing edges of the signals in 1 ns bins.
The COT had a 99% e�ciency on tracks with measured single hit resolution �

hit

�
175 µm and pt resolution was �p

T

�p2T � 0.13% c/GeV. The material of the COT was
about 0.016 ⋅X

0

for tracks at normal incidence.

2.2.2.5 Tracking performance.

The only physical objects used in this analysis are the tracks. An integrated cylindri-
cal system consisting of three silicon inner subdetector and an outer drift chamber,
immersed in a B = 1.4 T solenoidal magnetic field parallel to the beam axis, provided
three-dimensional charged particle tracking. Within the magnetic field, particle tra-
jectories were described by an helix, whose arc could be parameterized by using
three transverse and two longitudinal parameters:

C – signed helix (half-)curvature, defined as C ≡ q
2R , where R was the radius of the

helix. This was directly related to the transverse momentum: pT = cB
2�C� (where

B was the intensity of the magnetic field).

'
0

– � direction of the particle at the point of closest approach to the beam.

d
0

– signed impact parameter, i.e. the distance of closest approach to the z-axis,
defined as d

0

≡ q ⋅ (
�
x2

c + y2c − R), where (xc, yc) were the coordinates of the
beam in the transverse plane. This is schematically drawn in Figure 2.15.

� – the helix pitch, i.e. cot(✓), where ✓ was the polar direction of the particle at
the point of its closest approach to the beam. This was directly related to the
longitudinal component of the momentum: pz = pT ⋅ cot(✓).

z
0

– the z coordinate of the point of closest approach to the beam.

between the radius of 40 
cm and 138 cm

96 radial layers arranged 
into 8 superlayers



Tracker
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Figure 2.8: Elevation view of one quadrant of the inner portion of the CDF detector;
the tracking volume inside the solenoid and the forward calorimeters are shown.

Figure 2.9: Schematic illustration of LØØ and the first two layers of SVXII.

Tracker characteristics!
    σ σd0

1.5 10 30 μm

Pseudorapidity range 
-1< η <1



Low pT D+ production analysis

• Data collected by CDF!
!

• Special run at 900 GeV performed on September 2011 (just before Tevatron shut 
down)!
!

• Low pT !
!

• 2 TeV D0 and D+ productions analyses are already in an advanced state!
!
!
!

• My goal is to find D+ signal at 900 GeV
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Zero and Minimum bias triggers

Is it possible to do a similar analysis as for the 2 TeV sample?

D0  ->  K - π + D+  ->  K - π + π + 



Triggers used for this analysis
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Zero Bias Minimum Bias

• Any bunch crossing!
!
!

• No trigger request!
                                !
               

• Any bunch crossing!
!
!

• CLC signals coincidence!
                                 !
      



Signal & Background
!
!

• Studied decay
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Chapter 3

Data selection

In this chapter we describe how we extract the signal, D+ → K−⇡+⇡+ (and its
charge conjugated decay, D− → K+⇡−⇡−), from all the other events, referred to
as background. We show the decay kinematics highlighting the best variables to
describe it. We illustrate the online trigger selection and the o✏ine strategy to
minimize the statistical uncertainties on the final result. We also present the studies
developed on the selection requirements.

3.1 D+ →K−⇡+⇡+ at CDF II

D+ decaying into three charged particles1 represents one of the simplest decay chan-
nel detectable at CDF II for this meson, because of its sizeable branching fraction
(∼ 9.4 %) and mainly because all the decay products are charged particles. In addi-
tion there is no ambiguity in the assignment of the masses to the tracks: we know
that the two tracks with the same charge are pions. These properties give us a good
chance to unfold the heavy D+ meson from the background of light particles (mainly
pions and kaons) several orders of magnitude larger.

The large average lifetime of the D+, ⌧ = (1040 ± 7) ⋅ 10−15 s, corresponds to an
average travelled path, away from the pp collision that originates it, of c⌧ = 311.8 µm,
that can be measured thanks to the resolution of the silicon tracker SVX II (see
Sec. 2.2.2.5). In Figure 3.1 is sketched out the topology of the D+ decaying to
K−⇡+⇡+ stressing out the relevant variables used in this analysis (for details about
the quantities we use, see Sec. 2.2.2.5):

• the transverse plane is the plane perpendicular to the proton beam direction
(0xy);

1From now, we write in term of D+, but all the considerations are also true for the D−.
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(+ c.c.)

• Background

Combinatorics

B decay



Kinematical Variables
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Figure 3.1: Graphical representation in the plane of the decay channel D+ →
K−⇡+⇡+.

• �xpri - the primary vertex - is the point where the pp̄ collision takes place. It
is located within the beam pipe and it represents the point where the meson
is produced: D+ origin vertex;

• �xsec - the secondary vertex - is the decaying point of the D+;

• �pT - the transverse momentum of the particle - is the projection of the
momentum vector to the transverse plane (writing pT we refer to its magni-
tude);

• Lxy - the transverse decay lenght - is the signed distance between the
primary and the secondary vertices projected to the �pT direction. It is defined
as follows:

Lxy =
(�xsec − �xpri) ⋅ �pT

pT
; (3.1)

• d
0

- the impact parameter - is the signed distance between the origin vertex
and the helix of a track at their closest approach;

• �z
0

- the longitudinal distance - is the di↵erence between the z coordinate
(not shown in Figure 3.1) of the tracks at their maximum approach to the
beam;

• �'
0

- the transverse opening angle - is the di↵erence between the '
0

angle
(not shown in Figure 3.1) of the decay tracks at their maximum approach to
the beam;

𝛘2



D+ Candidate Construction

• Construct D+ candidates with all possible combinations of three tracks !
• Charge combinations: (+ + -) (- - +)!
• Lxy > 0!
• Track d0 < 1mm!
• Vertex 𝛘2 / NDF < 10!
!

• Pion mass assigned to tracks with equal sign!
!

• Kaon mass assigned to track with different sign
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Candidate raw mass distribution

No-cut plot
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D+ ?

• No signal is visible!
• Need to apply cuts on kinematical variables!
• Is it possible to apply the same cuts as for 2 TeV?!
!
!
• Lxy!

• 𝛘2!

• Track d0!

• Track pT!

• Pointing Angle



900 GeV vs. 2 TeV comparisons
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KS pValue:  0.21 KS pValue:  0.019

Lxy

Signal [-2σ,+2σ] Sideband [-7σ,-5σ] [+5σ,+7σ]
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KS pValue:  0.013 KS pValue:  0.28

900 GeV vs. 2 TeV comparisons

𝛘2

Signal [-2σ,+2σ] Sideband [-7σ,-5σ] [+5σ,+7σ]
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KS pValue:  0.98 KS pValue:  0.70

900 GeV vs. 2 TeV comparisons

d0

Signal [-2σ,+2σ] Sideband [-7σ,-5σ] [+5σ,+7σ]
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KS pValue:  0.59 KS pValue:  0.12

900 GeV vs. 2 TeV comparisons

Track pT 

Signal [-2σ,+2σ] Sideband [-7σ,-5σ] [+5σ,+7σ]
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KS pValue:  0.019 KS pValue:  0.43

900 GeV vs. 2 TeV comparisons

Pointing Angle

Signal [-2σ,+2σ] Sideband [-7σ,-5σ] [+5σ,+7σ]



Results
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Since all distributions appear to be reasonably similar, we apply the same 
cuts as optimized for the 2 TeV data

Number of D+ = 47 ± 14



Conclusions

• Despite the low statistics the invariant mass spectrum shows a > 3 (sigma) excess 
at the D+ mass !
!

• A measurement of the production cross section might be possible at the (circa) 
30% percent level although subtraction of secondaries might be problematic
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Backup 
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Cuts

•Lxy > 900 µm!
!

• 𝛘2 /NDF < 4!
!

• D0 < 110 µm!
!

• At least two Track pT > 0.8 GeV/c!
!

• γ < 15 deg
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Lxy
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𝛘2
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d0
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Tracks pT 
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γ
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